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Religious diversity thrives

Retired USU
professor wins
mayoral race
over incumbent
4By Lis Stewart
news editor

Kylie Haslam photo
MEMBERS OF CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST circle together at their regular meeting Tuesday night. The nondenominational
Christian group is seeing growth along with other groups on campus. Leaders say they would like to build bridges with others on campus.

Certain USU religious groups experience boost in membership
4By Mariah Noble
staff writer

In Depth

Religious diversity on USU’s campus
increased this year, according to campus
religious group leaders.
Ryan Toth works part-time on the field
staff for Campus Crusade for Christ (Cru),
a worldwide interdenominational Christian
group whose goal is to help people connect
with Jesus Christ. He said he has seen an
increase of interest in USU’s chapter of the
group this year.
“It was interesting looking at our sign-up
list from Day on the Quad,” Toth said. “It
was surprising to notice how many out-ofstate students signed up. I’m pretty sure it’s
more than any year I’ve been involved.”
Toth, who graduated from USU in 2012
with a religious studies degree, said he was
involved with the group ever since he came
to USU five years ago.
Wayne Dymock, director of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Logan
Institute of Religion, said they have seen
more students from out-of-state as well.
“I have students at the institute from New
York, Texas, California, and it’s been wonderful to rub shoulders with these kids from
all over the United States,” Dymock said.
The Latter-day Saint Student Association

A closer look at issues
affecting USU
still has more than 6,000 members this year
despite its drop of about 500 in enrollment,
Dymock said. Every USU student enrolled
in the institute program is a member of the
club, he said.
“We know we’re a dominant culture in
the region, but we live in a world filled with
diversity,” Dymock said. “We know numbers-wise we’re a big influence, but we don’t
want to be overbearing. We try and build
bridges of understanding.”
Part of the ways Dymock said the group
builds bridges is by inviting other religious groups to visit the institute and converse. He said a few times a year, they have
groups from religiously-affiliated schools
like Creighton, Biola and Azusa who come
and explain what they believe.
“One of the benefits of religious diversity is that all of us are working towards
a common good by making the univerity
better, by making people better,” said Bryan
Winward, assistant director of the institute.

“It doesn’t matter which religion you’re
from.”
Isaac Stewart, a senior majoring in
English and member of Cru, said he would
like to see the university to host events
where different religious groups could
share what they believe and people could
have the chance to explore other things in a
public setting.
Toth said he feels there is somewhat of a
separation between LDS culture and nonLDS culture in this area.
“One of the unfortunate things about it is
that for some people, it turns into an ‘us-vsthem’ thing,” Toth said. “One thing we do
is encourage people to build relationships
with people who are different than them
and have conversations to find out what the
other person things or believes.”
Winward said he believes students would
benefit from learning more about each
other.
“Culture might isolate us, but religion
brings us together,” Winward said. “I think
there’s a certain strength that would come
to the university if they found themselves
more on common ground than divided, and
even those who don’t have a religion — they
all would benefit as we work together.”

jSee RELIGION, Page 3

Logan will have a new
mayor come January.
Former USU economics
professor
Craig Petersen defeated incumbent Mayor
Randy
Watts
in
Tuesday’s election with
2,504 votes to Watts’
2,100.
Watts, who was running for a third term, PETERSEN
said he plans to keep
busy and is proud of the financial condition he
leaves the city in.
“I wish Craig the best, and what I hand him is a
healthy city,” Watts said.
Petersen retired from 39 years working at USU
last spring. In addition to teaching, he was a
member of the university administration for 16
years, serving as vice provost, interim provost
and chief of staff to USU’s president.
He has served on the Cache County Council
since 1994 and will step down from his seat when
he takes the mayorship in January.
Plans for his term of office include a set of
main points Petersen outlined throughout his
campaign.
“I want to work on making Logan a more citizen and business-friendly city,” he said. “I want
to work on core neighborhoods. I want to work
on increasing
efficiency in
Logan government. I want
to work on
Tell us what you
making sure
think about the
that
Logan
election results.
city
employees
utahstatesman.com
feel rewarded
and supported
and valued in
the workplace, even more than they are now.”
Having recently retired from teaching, Petersen
is still recognized by many students on campus.
Eryn Schmidt, a statistics major who took a
macroeconomics class from Petersen in fall 2012,
said she remembers him being a great teacher

Comment

jSee PETERSEN, Page 2

TEDxUSU program expands for national audience
4By Owen Price
staff writer

The Office of Research and
Graduate Studies hosted a forum for
“ideas worth spreading” this Tuesday
in its second annual TEDxUSU event.
		The event featured eight live
presentations and two previously recorded presentations given by
speakers from diverse professional
backgrounds. This included USU professors as well as candidates chosen
from a national pool.
		 TEDx events are independently
organized, but are increasingly popular alongside TED conferences, which
are arranged by a nonprofit organization based out of California.
The event on Tuesday was fairly
popular.
		 “Our tickets were gone in three
hours and the waiting list grew
quite quickly after that,” said Carlie
Pennington, a logistics specialist for
the Office of Research and Graduate
Studies communications team.
Presentations were focused around
the theme “Survive,” chosen by the
Office of Research and Graduate
Studies.
The theme, according to
Pennington, can be interpreted in
many ways.
“Everybody has their own unique

Carlie Pennington

“

logistics specialist

Everybody has
their own unique
way of saying
things that matter
to them , so that’s
going to be very
interesting.

”

way of saying things that matter to
them, so that’s going to be something
very interesting,” she said. “There will
be a very different texture between
each speech. This is an opportunity
to share what you care about and let
your personality come through.”
The theme was woven into presentations, which ranged from USU
psychology Ph.D. candidate John
Dehlin’s discussion of his research
and work as a Mormon LBGT ally, to
former president of Lockheed Martin
Norman Augustine’s assertion that
technological advances are leading to
international competition in local job

markets and his suggestions on how
America will be able to keep up.
Because of an expansion on USU’s
TEDx license, this year’s event was
held in the Manon Caine Russell
Kathryn Caine Wanlass Performance
Hall, a much larger venue than last
year’s TEDx event.
“Last year the initial license
restricted us to having 100 people
in the room,” said Scott Bates, associate vice president for the Office of
Research and Graduate Studies. “We
looked around for places where we
could do that and we ended up in a
classroom, and it was great. It was
well staged and it was really nice, but
you know, moving in to this kind of
space has another kind of meaning.
And that meaning is, ‘Hey, pay attention,’ and ‘It’s an event.’”
Despite the move to a larger venue,
there were still about 150 people waitlisted for a seat in the Performance
Hall during the event.
“A lot of this is about the videos,”
said Brandon Crouch, a project and
event manager for RGS. “There was
about 400 people that fit into the
Performance Hall, and there’s tens of
thousands that’ll watch this online.
So if we can get really high quality
videos here, there’s a good reason to
stay here.”
According to Crouch, the videos of

Photo courtesy Holly Reynoso
PHOTOGRAPHER ANGELO MERENDINO talks about his photo-documentary titled, “The Battle We Didn’t Choose: My Wife’s Fight With Breast
Cancer,” in the Performance Hall on Tuesday afternoon.

the presentations, commonly called
“TED Talks,” should be available
online through both RGS and TED
within the next two months and will
hopefully help to propagate research
and ideas being generated at USU.
“It’s really an opportunity to showcase these to a national audience,”

Crouch said. “We kind of use the TED
brand. They give us the opportunity
to use this license for free, and so we
kind of use that brand to help carry
our research and the things that we do
here to a national audience.”
– owenprice1992@gmail.com
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Utah Jiffy Lube honoring
veterans this Monday
Jiffy Lube of Utah is honoring Veterans and
active duty military on Monday, Nov. 11 by
offering a free Jiffy Lube Signature Service
Oil Change at more than 70 locations.
Veterans and active duty military may visit
any Jiffy Lube location in Utah on that day to
receive a complimentary oil change. Proof of
military service will be required.
“It’s our way to show support for our armed
forces personnel and to reward Veterans for
their service and sacrifice,” said David E.
Neff, Utah Jiffy Lube Co-Op President.

CV legislator presenting
on air quality tomorrow
The characteristics that make Cache Valley,
home of Utah State University, an enchanting
place to live — encircling, majestic peaks;
pastoral scenes of grazing cattle and snowy
landscapes — are among the factors that contribute to one of the area’s not-so-attractive
qualities: smoggy winters.
Cache Valley physician Ed Redd, who
represents District 7 in the Utah House of
Representatives, will present his insights at
Science Unwrapped at 7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 8,
in the Emert Auditorium (Room 130) of the
Eccles Science Learning Center.
Redd’s talk, “Cache Valley Air: Homegrown
Problems, Homegrown Solutions” is free and
open to all ages.

Correction:
In the Nov. 5 story, “Shaefer: peyote teaches
love,” peyote was incorrectly described in the
subheadline. It is consumed, not smoked.

4Compiled from staff and

media reports

The policy of The Utah Statesman is to correct any error made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like clarified or find
in error, please contact the editor at 797-1742,
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu or come in to
TSC 311.
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Tree wins scholarship
4By Danielle Manley
assistant news editor

A giant scholarship check was awarded to Arieanna White, the winner of the
Fun Theory contest, at the USU Student
Association Executive Council meeting
Tuesday.
Developed at USU by former USU/
SA president Christian Thrapp, the Fun
Theory was derived from Volkswagen.
The idea is fun is the easiest way to
change behavior.
White, a freshman studying animal,
dairy and veterinary science, created
the dream tree, located north of the
Taggart Student Center next to the Big
Blue Terrace. Students wrote dreams on
blue and white ribbons and tied them
Madeline Payne photo
to a tree.
White was one of the many who THE FUN THEORY WINNERS stand with the $1,000 check preapplied for the Fun Theory. Out of sev- sented to them at the USU/SA Executive Council meeting Tuesday evening.
eral applicants, three projects were chosen by the Fun Theory committee to Council discussed increasing their bud- increase, their budgets would total
get by two percent.
develop and pursue their idea.
about $914,000.
“If you guys can all remember back
“We had a bunch of applicants,” said
Academic Senate Pro Tempore Matt
Paige Robinson, a Fun Theory chair. to the end of last year in April, we not Anderson asked what would be done
“We chose three finalists. They imple- only took the budget from last year with the money if they didn’t approve
mented their ideas on campus. From and made cuts from the previous year, the increase.
but we took a straight two percent cut
that, we had students vote.”
“It would be flushed into quasi savMembers of the committee used across the board from all our budgets.” ing accounts,” Fiefia said. “We could
rubric sheets to grade students’ said USU/SA President Doug Fiefia.
have a say where that money goes and
Student Involvement and Leadership make our student events better.”
thoughts on the projects.
“One of our ideas was in the TSC Executive Director Linda Zimmerman
Public Relations and Marketing
from Ethan called flag,” said Josh and Fiefia looked at the current enroll- Director Casey Saxton said he thinks
LeFevre, another Fun Theory chair. ment numbers with office adminis- if the money was originally intended to
“It was changing behavior by giving trator Lynne Singleton to determine be in the budgets, it should be there.
finances.
compliments. Tell
“There’s no reason for students to
The reason the pay money for a savings account,” said
someone you may
budget cuts hap- Athletics and Campus Recreation VP
not know or just ran
pened last spring Charley Riddle. “It should be used for
into and give them
was the anticipated student services.”
compliments. A lot
Follow us on
drop in enrollment.
of students reactWhen presented with the idea,
Facebook
“We
thought Anderson voiced his concerns about the
ed positively. They
The Utah Statesman
we were going to Academic Senate. He said he wouldn’t
were happy seeing
have a bigger defi- be comfortable voting without talking
students interact.”
cit because of the to the group.
Ethan Abbott
After a quick discussion, the council
was one of the applicants selected amount of students that didn’t come
to pursue his idea. Vishal Patal and because of the missionary age change,” determined there would be no harm
in tabling the idea until the academic
Ranveer Kushwahz were also selected Fiefia said.
Fiefia said he feels comfortable senate discussed it. Unless they push it
and created a project called Snap Job.
“From everybody we talked to it increasing the budgets after looking at back longer, the council will vote on the
increase in budgets Tuesday, Nov. 12.
about, everybody loved it,” LeFevre those numbers.
The council started the semester
said. “They loved seeing it and taking
with their budgets at approximatepictures on the patio and the plaza.”
– daniellekmanley@gmail.com
In other business, the Executive ly $906,000. With the two percent
Twitter: @daniellekmanley
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Petersen
From Page 1

who was prepared for each
class.
“He definitely knows what
he’s talking about,” she said.
“He helps you understand it
better and apply it.”
Schmidt also said she thinks
Petersen will do well as Logan’s
mayor.
“I think he’ll really care
about everyone in Logan, like
he did in his class,” she said.
The race for Municipal
Council was an easy one for
incumbent councilwoman
Holly Daines, who gained a
lead early in the evening and
easily took her seat with 3,408
votes. Daines, who is finishing
her first term and chairs the
council, said she was pleased
with the chance to continue
working for Logan.
The remaining two candidates, Gene Needham Sr.
and Jess Bradfield, battled all
night for the other open council seat. The number of votes
for both candidates were fairly close until the end of the
night, when Needham gained
a lead and won the other seat.
Needham took 2,540 votes,
while Bradfield had 2,361.
There were two official
write-ins for council. A writein is eligible to win only if
he or she is registered as one.
Richard West, the write-in for
mayor, received 88 votes, and
Steve G. Stokes, the write-in
for council, received 178.
The number of votes mentioned are not official results
because the county still has
to validate 168 provisional
ballots. The official results
should be available sometime
next week on loganutah.org,
according to Logan Recorder
Teresa Harris.

71430

– la.stweart65@gmail.com
Twitter: @CarpetComm

WE TAKE THE

THRILL
OUT OF INVESTING.

BEST OVERALL
LARGE FUND
COMPANY
The Lipper Award
is based on a review
of 36 companies’
2012 risk-adjusted
performance.

The Lipper award is given to the group with the
lowest average decile ranking of three years’
Consistent Return for eligible funds over the threeyear period ended 11/30/12. TIAA-CREF was ranked
against 36 fund companies with at least five equity,
five bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios.

At TIAA-CREF, we believe the less excitement
you find in your portfolio the better. When we
invest, we do it for the long term, steadily.
Our approach works so well it earned us the
2013 Lipper Award for Best Overall Large Fund
Company. We deliver Outcomes That Matter.

Intelligent, informed investing.
Award-winning performance.
Get started at TIAA.org/award.

TIAA-CREF mutual funds have achieved high rankings
over various asset classes and market cycles. The
2012 Lipper/Barron’s overall ranking was determined
by weighting five fund categories in proportion to
their overall importance within Lipper’s fund universe.
TIAA-CREF’s overall ranking was 10th out of 62
mutual fund families for one-year performance, and
29th out of 53 mutual fund families for five-year
performance. TIAA-CREF did not qualify for the
10-year ranking. Past performance does not
guarantee future results.

Consider investment objectives,
risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Go to
tiaa-cref.org for product and
fund prospectuses that contain
this and other information. Read
carefully before investing.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, and
Teachers Personal Investors Services Inc. ©2013
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association – College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third
Avenue, New York, NY, 10017. C11806B
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Religion

“Examining other religions
helps me strengthen my own
beliefs as well as understand
other people around me who
From Page 1
believe different things.”
But Stewart said even withNot all religious groups, howin
the religious group of Cru,
ever, are so fortunate as to
he
feels he has been chalhave an official and active
organization within the lenged to think about differuniversity where students ent things in relation with
can go for support. Mayran God.
“It’s important because
Mohamed, a junior and former president and found- people do need to ask queser of the Muslim Student tions about God’s word,”
Association, said the group Stewart said. “I use this as a
he helped begin is currently core, guiding principle in my
inactive.
life, and I think it’s important
“It was intended to bring for everybody.”
the Muslim students here on
Bradon Capener, president
campus together and also give
of
LDSSA and a senior in
non-Muslims the opportunibusiness
administration, said
ty to come learn more about
the religion,” Mohamed said. there is also some diversity
“It was started up because within his organization.
“Being the biggest club on
many of the international students are Muslims and it was campus, we’re in every field of
a place for them to feel at the university,” Capener said.
home.”
“The colleges are all repreHe said more than 18 dif- sented.”
ferent nations were representDymock said LDS mised in the club, and the group sionaries, who often serve
helped connect students with
in unfamiliar cultures, also
others like them on campus. It
helped the students learn how bring a sense of diversity.
“These missionaries are
to identify as an “‘American
learning
more about cultures
Muslim’ or a ‘Muslim living
and countries,” Dymock said.
in America,’”
“ They’re
according to
Mohamed.
becoming an
He
said
advocate for
after events
their counFollow us on
like 9/11,
try (where
Twitter
publicly
they serve).”
p r a c t i c i n g @UtahStatesman
Still, Toth
and claiming
believes the
Islam has
best way to
become a “quite
bridge
the
gaps
between
relia challenge.”
gious
beliefs
is
to
have
mean“Even though the MSA is
still inactive, (the Muslim ingful conversations.
“I love the show ‘Walking
culture) is very much active
among your Aggie commu- Dead,’ but if all I did was
nity,” Mohamed said. “There talk about the weather and
are still Muslims who are a ‘Walking Dead,’ I wouldn’t
part of this Aggie family and, get anywhere,” Toth said.
along with other religious “Spiritual conversations are
organizations, they are trying what I love. It shows so much
to promote peace, love and
more of who the person is
unity.”
Stewart said he would like and how they became that
to see more religious diver- way. That’s one thing I don’t
sity represented on cam- see going on amongst a lot of
students that I think could be
pus.
“I detect almost zero reli- very beneficial.”
Capener said recognizing
gious diversity on campus,
to be honest,” Stewart said. similarities would strengthen
“The overwhelming sense is the university.
the LDS one because of the
“I think something importLDS temple and the institute ant for students to get from
so close by. I feel like recruit- this article is just having that
ing people from out of state is
understanding that we have
a good start.”
Stewart said he has had a just as many similarities to
lot of exposure to different bring us together,” Capener
religions and finds it benefi- said. “Recognizing our similarities build bonds of brothcial.
“It’s easy to get comfort- erhood and friendship in
able in your own religion and spite of those differences.”
then misunderstand others in
– m.noble@aggiemail.usu.edu
their religions,” Stewart said.
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Cold night doesn’t stop
annual service project
4By Connor Comeau
staff writer

One hundred students braved
the cold Logan air Monday night to
help with an annual service project
put on by the Val R. Christensen
Service Center called Stuff-a-Bus.
The Stuff-a-Bus program goes to
different locations in the valley to
ask for donations such as money,
food and toiletries to help benefit
the Cache Valley Food Pantry.
Since 2006, the Stuff-a-Bus program has donated 96,701 pounds
worth of food items and more than
$36,000 in donations alone. Chloe
Raphael, service center historian,
said this program comes at a big
time for the food pantry especially
since the holidays are right around
the corner.
Meghan Nixon photo
The program, which started in
1996, is the largest food drive in USU STUDENTS gather outside an Aggie Shuttle as it loads passengers to gather food donations
the Cache Valley.
for the Val R. Christensen Service Center’s annual Stuff-a-Bus campaign.
“Since we are so close to the
holidays, we ask for as many dona- show that there are activities for
Student feedback for the pro- dent can volunteer with a program,
tions as we can,” Raphael said. every interest.”
gram has been overwhelmingly and Raphael said she encourages
“Thankfully, the people here in the
Student turnout has been on the positive and everyone involved everyone to come and help out.
valley are very generous and are increase for the past few years, and with the program has given great
“We are always looking for peovery willing to help in any way.”
this has led to an increased interest feedback, Meacham said.
ple to help with service,” Raphael
“I have been told by some stu- said. “Doing service activities can
The Stuff-a-Bus program will for students to help out, said Kevin
run through November with two Meacham, USU/SA service vice dents that it is a little nervous at be a very fun and rewarding expethe beginning, but overall had a rience.”
separate parts to the program. The president.
first part is called Blitz Nights. On
“Even though this was the first fantastic experience,” Meacham
The Blitz Nights will continBlitz Nights, such as Monday, a night that we did this, I felt that said. “The program wouldn’t be ue each Monday throughout
big group of
we had a very where it is at without the help of the
November. For more information
students, ranggood turnout,” students and the residents of Cache
on ways to get involved, visit the
ing anywhere
Kevin Meacham Meacham said. Valley.”
The program is one of many put service center on the third floor of
from 100 to as
“It is usualUSU/SA Serivice VP
many as 400
ly during the on by the service center. In addi- the Taggart Student Center.
students, get
middle of the tion to Stuff-a-Bus, the center has
– connor.comeau@aggiemail.
on buses and
month that we 17 different programs students can
usu.edu
go to different
get our biggest get involved with, such as Friends
Twitter:
@Connor_Comeau
parts of the
numbers of stu- of the Elderly and PALS. Any stuvalley to coldents.”
lect food. The
Meacham
second part,
said last year
called Store
brought a total
Nights, involve
of 7,000 people
the leadership
combined to
of the service
help with the
center going
efforts of the
to local stores
Stuff-a-Bus proand asking for
gram, which
donations.
has led to an
The program is part of the increase in the amount of food and
Aggies Giving Service campaign, money donations the food pantry
an event running through Dec. has received.
13. The purpose of Aggies Giving
Getting donations can be hard,
Service is to help promote service but Raphael said she wants stuactivities throughout the valley and dents to go out, have fun and get to
to help members log their service know one another.
hours for the center. Caleb Carroll,
“Going door to door and getting
the director of Aggie Health, said donations is kind of like a giant
there are always open spots for peo- scavenger hunt,” Raphael said.
ple to help serve.
“You don’t know what you’re going
“Our center, Aggie Health, to get and you have to navigate
focuses on health related service neighborhoods you’ve never been
projects,” Carroll said. “This and in before. I think that what makes
the Stuff-a-Bus program help to this worthwhile.”

“

The program
wouldn’t be
where it is without the help of
the students and
the residents of
Cache Valley.

”

A&EDiversions
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Steve
From Page 4
be cool when it’s hot,” and “I
want to look straight out of a
Ja Rule music video.”
These trousers were the
perfect mix of stylish and sensible — assuming you were
privy to copious amounts of
sweat on the back of your
knees — and made the statement that even in fashion, you
were a Jack of all trades. Few
things showed off a sense of
control much like owning a
pair of these lower-bodied
sleeping bags, and unlike their
less flashy cousin breakaway
pants, they had significantly more terms of use than
just merely riding the bench
during little league basketball games and dramatic boy
band entrances at high school
talent assemblies.
Why did they ever get rid
of Pepsi Blue? — Have you
ever been to a barber who

had their supplies in that blue
cleaning liquid jar? You know
what I’m talking about. If you
were insane and inquisitive
like me, you always wondered what that stuff must
have tasted like.
Pepsi Blue very resoundingly made that dream come
true. It was the soda industries
take on Kool-Aid, and regardless of what you tell me, it
hit hard on all cylinders that
didn’t include being marketable, tasting good or having a
worthy shelf life.
So, in other words, it was
blue. Really blue. And blue is
cool, right?
Why did they ever get rid
of Slamball? — Do I need to
argue this at all? It was professional basketball on trampolines. Yes. Trampolines. It
was every 11-year-old-with-acousin-who-had-a-big-backyard’s dream, and somehow,
by powers above all of us, it
didn’t catch on.
What
would
have
saved Slamball? It’s simple.
Complete the pre-teen boy

trifecta and put a pool in the
middle. Foolproof. Trust me
on this.
Why did they ever get rid
of Doritos 3Ds? — 3Ds were
special for much more than
the babe who did the commercials. It brought the explosive allure of Doritos and put
them into action. They were
mobile Doritos and inflatable Bugles all at the same
time. What they lacked — and
believe me, lacked they did —
in flavor, they definitely gained
in style and stunt-difficulty
points. And what’s more, they
were the only snack food your
parents let you finish in one
sitting. A bag of 3Ds never
lasted an hour, let alone a day.
One trip to the cupboard and
they just became reduced
to the bottom of a Frosted
Shredded Wheat box. These
are facts, people. There was
more than met the eye.
That being said, the girl in
the Doritos commercial was
totally a babe, though. She
made it okay to listen to 98
Degrees. That’s talent.

Photo courtesy Adam Miller
AUSTRALIAN GUITARIST ADAM MILLER will give his first Utah performance Friday at
WhySound in Logan.

Guitarist
From Page 4

performances. Exploring the world and meeting new
people is a bonus to his choice of career.
“This is my sixth international trip this year, so I do
travel quite a bit,” Miller said. “I really enjoy it at the
moment though as it’s fantastic to see the world while
doing something you love. I’ve met so many fantastic
people along the way, and so many help spread the
word about my music.”
Concerts and performances put on by Miller have
their own vibe. Miller said he tries to put on a unique
show for all his fans.
“I’d like to think my music is really fun and groovy
— it’ll get your foot, if not you’re whole body, moving,”

Strike

From Page 4

band’s goal is to bring some of the
artistry and musicianship back to
music.
For drummer Matt Millington,
the hardest obstacle the band faced
was finding a name that worked for
the members.
“It was even harder than writing the songs,” Millington said. He
said the group had its first show
booked before the bandmates
came up with them name. One
day, the name just came.

Miller said. “It is certainly not your average guitar
concert, and I certainly like to push the limits of my
skills and my instrument while doing my best to make
sure everyone in the audience has a really fun time.”
Miller writes his own music based off of life experiences and people who have been influential in his life.
“I mix up instrumental arrangements of some of
my favorite tunes with my own compositions,” Miller
said. “My songs are inspired by my life experiences
from fun times with family, people I meet, incredible
locations and even just my desire for a new guitar.”
Miller said he hopes to bring something new to
Cache Valley and really impact the younger generation.
“Whoever comes is going to see some of the world’s
best acoustic guitar playing, no hype,” Thorell said.
“Adam is truly spectacular and plays in a style all of his
own.”

“We felt it represented the retro
feel we wanted to have,” he said.
Along with performing with
Kelly Clarkson and Carly Rae
Jepsen, The Strike has had success
in opening for other big acts. In
their first year together, the band
shared the stage with The Piano
Guys, Mason Jennings and Jason
Scheff, lead singer of the band
Chicago.
Saturday will mark We Are
the Strike’s first performance in
Logan, but the bandmates are
excited to bring their music to the
northern Utah and share it with
USU and BATC students, as well as
the Cache Valley community.

“We are stoked to come play
in Logan,” Millington said. “I love
the vibe of Logan. It really fits our
band’s style of music. I have a lot of
friends going to school up there, so
it will be fun to be able to perform
live in front of them.”
Millington said the band hopes
to bring the same larger-than-life
kind of energy to Logan that they
have been performing with in their
other performances.
“They are super excited to be in
Logan and work with the people at
BATC,” said Sarah Qualls, a USU
alumna and public relations representative for the band. “They have
a lot of energy and they are very
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Zombies
From Page 4

Association events coordinator,
brought it to USU in October
2010.
The point of the whole game
depends on which team you’re
on — for the humans, it’s to survive. For the zombies, it’s to “nom
brains,” according to co-coordinator Tori Winslow.
“The game has three objectives,” said Coltin Grover, another co-coordinator. “One: Play
hard for the side you are on. From
there, we split into two branches.
Humans: Defend yourself from
zombies by throwing socks or
using nerf blasters. Zombies: Tag
Heidi Bruner photo
all the humans.”
Many students have heard KYLIE WILLIAMSON, A MEMBER OF THE ZOMBIE
about the competition and HORDE in this year’s annual Human vs. Zombies game, shows
even seen those people running off her game face.
around and jumping over things
to keep from getting attacked by anything else,” Winslow said. right into the road and almost
zombies. More than 200 peo- “All that matters is that orange get hit. We had a mother who
ple are participating in the USU bandanna on your arm or on came and talked to me — she
game this year, but Grover said your head. Students that don’t was here after regular school
the game has seen anywhere connect to campus through tra- hours, it was probably early evefrom 175 to 800 participants in ditional means have a week to be ning — brought her kid up for
leaders and friends and champi- a piano lesson, and her young
the past.
There are many great aspects, ons at this school in their own child suddenly got caught up in
according to co-coordinator way. In that way, HvZ fills a vital this mob of people going down
the hall. The mother was kind of
role on campus.”
Fryar Ludwig.
But the annual game has faced upset. We want the kids to have
“I love the boundaries this
program breaks down,” Ludwig some opposition from local law a good time, we just want it to
become more organized so it’s
said. “As soon as you put on that enforcement.
restricted to those people who
“From
our
point
of
view,
it’s
bandana, every other player is
your friend, and you’ll go to the a safety issue,” said Captain want to be part of it.”
Sgt. Travis Dunn said the camends of the campus to help them Steve Milne of the USU Police
out. You get to break out of the Department. “As well as mak- pus community would do better
daily grind and into a new expe- ing sure our officers know that if the game was confined to a
rience — one that’s shared with it’s taking place, and when and specific area.
“Getting the word out that
where, so
hundreds
when our they’re playing the game is next
of other
o f f i c e r s to impossible,” he said. “We have
students.”
Want
more
features?
get calls of law enforcement officers that
Grover
s o m e o n e come visit their children from
agreed
r u n n i n g Ohio State that we have no idea
and said
Visit our website
a r o u n d that they’re even on campus, and
his favorutahstatesman.com
b e i n g they see somebody acting suspiite part
chased by cious. That’s the safety issue. We
is chassomebody, don’t want anyone playing the
ing after
they have an idea that’s it’s more game to get hurt. We don’t want
human prey.
“As the zombie leader, it’s part of this game than someone somebody accidentally hurting
pretty satisfying to organize the really in trouble. We still follow someone else.”
But the organizers of the game
zombies into hunting parties and up on investigating that, but it
want
it to continue throughout
gives
the
officers
the
heads
up.”
watch them go and tag players,”
“In the beginning, and even the whole of campus. Ludwig
Grover said. “I get as much joy
from watching other zombies get still now, a little bit, people who urges everyone competing to
tags as I do tagging them myself.” didn’t want to participate in the exercise safety but not to forget
The game gives USU students game were suddenly found in the the game’s original intent.
“Play the game,” Ludwig said.
an opportunity to unite behind middle of it, walking down the
a specific goal and learn team- sidewalk,” Milne said. “We had “Don’t get too caught up in winan incident once were a bunch ning that you forget to have fun
work, Winslow said.
“When you play, it doesn’t of humans were all riding on the — because if you’re not having
matter who your friends are, outside of a car driving down the fun, you’re not playing right.”
what your social standing is, road. That’s a safety issue. We’ve
– gillian.ponce95@gmail.com
what grade or major you are or had people who were fleeing run
unique in the style they play. More
important for them than being in a
band is having the chance to keep
playing the music they love.”
The band has put on lots of
fundraising charity events across
the state and is excited to have the
opportunity to do the same here
in Logan. All the proceeds will go
toward the BATC’s scholarship
funds.
“We are excited to be able to contribute to something that is greater
than ourselves individually,” Rob
Qualls said. “I hope people enjoy it
as much as we enjoy playing.”
Tickets are available at the Caine
College of the Arts box office.
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Men’s Basketball

Moore and Moore works for USU
4By Mark Hopkins
staff writer

Delayne Ripplinger photo

FRESHMAN JALEN MOORE pulls up for a shot during Utah State’s 108-88 win over Central
Methodist University on Oct. 25 at the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum.

The halls leading to the
Spectrum floor are filled with
pictures of Aggie legends. As current players run out on to the
floor for games, they can look
at the alumni who have put the
program where it is today.
Freshman forward Jalen
Moore, however, doesn’t need
much of a reminder. He only
has to look at his dad, USU AllCentury team member Jimmy
Moore.
“Jalen has a lot of upside,”
Jimmy Moore said. “He has the
potential to have a really good
career here at Utah State.”
Jalen began his career on the
right foot Friday night in an
exhibition game against Central
Methodist University, scoring
10 points and grabbing three
rebounds. Assistant coach Tim
Duryea said the Aggies expect
more of the same going forward.
“(He’s got) a lot of versatility,”
Duryea said of Jalen. “(He) can
play two different spots, can score
in and around the basket, can
score on the perimeter, is a very
good passer and is learning to be
a better defender.”
Jimmy set a high bar for his
son to follow. After a stellar
career as an Aggie, where he still

ranks 24th in points and 15th in
rebounding on the all-time lists,
Jimmy went on to play with the
Seattle Supersonics for two years
and ten years professionally in
Europe.
He later returned to Cache
Valley as an assistant coach at
USU and has
since worked
for the university, which has
kept Jalen close
to the Aggies
while growing
up.
“I’ve always
lived around
here, so I know
what to expect,”
Jalen said. “I love playing for the
coaches and everything, with
these guys. It’s been fun.”
Jalen played prep ball at Sky
View High School, where he led
the Bobcats to the 4A Utah State
Championship last year. Duryea
said the Aggies have had their
eyes on the forward for many
years.
“Since he was about eight years
old, he used to come to our camps
all the time,” Duryea said.
Jimmy said he has always
thought Jalen would end up an
Aggie.
“This is where he’s always wanted to play,” he said. “Growing up

here in the valley, they always
came up to individual camps,
team camps, stuff like that. It was
just a natural fit for Jalen.”
Jalen verbally committed to
USU at the end of his sophomore
year, but couldn’t sign until his
senior year. Jimmy said they
received offers
from schools
in the Pac-12
Conference
and beyond,
but the Aggies
still won out.
“A lot of
schools I think
backed off of
him because
they knew of the
verbal commitment and my connection here with the university,”
Jimmy said.
Jimmy said although he always
he wanted it to happen, he tried
not to push his son toward his
alma mater.
“I really didn’t push him to
come here,” he said. “As far as
me forcing him, saying this is
where you want to go, I tried to let
him make his own decision. I was
selfish. I wanted to see him play
here, but I never wanted to put
him in a situation where he came
here and didn’t feel like it was the

jSee MOORE, Page 8

Back in style: Harris brings ability, personality to team
4By Weston Mangum

Sean Harris

staff writer

Sean Harris has spent a lot of
time away from the basketball
court. Now that he’s healed and
healthy, The Aggie forward is looking to make this a senior year to
remember.
Harris suffered a season-ending
knee injury when he tore his ACL
in his first year at USU in 2012-13
season. When you combine this
with his two year mission for the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints in Honduras, it will have
been almost four years since Harris
has seen the hardwood at the collegiate level. Needless to say, the
forward from Rocklin, California
is ready to get back in action.
“It’s been a long time since I’ve
played,” Harris said. “It’s nice to be
back playing and just giving it my
best everyday... It’s nice to at least
have an opportunity to maybe get
in the game, and to help the team
out. It’s just exciting to be playing,
and there’s nothing more fun than
playing basketball.”
As Harris gets ready to start the
season and be a contributing factor
for the Aggies in their first year in
the Mountain West Conference, he
will be grateful to have a healthy
knee. Harris has been wearing a
brace on his knee all preseason,
and the road to recovery has been a

“

USU basketball

Jalen’s ‘ fro is
better than my
f l a t- t o p, i t ’s
more of a ’70s
style, so it has
more value to
it.

”

long one for the power forward.
“It’s doing good, it’s feeling
strong,” Harris said about his knee.
“I don’t really need to do too much
maintenance on it now. I’m just
playing and practicing. The biggest
part for me now is just getting to
play, and it’s nice because coach
gives me reps in practice and when
I get those reps, I get a little bit
better. That’s all I can ask for, to get
a little bit better as time goes on.”
Harris, one of five seniors on the
experienced Aggie squad, has put
in a lot of work and rehab to get his
knee to where it is now.
“I’ve just done all of the rehab,
and all of the physical therapy,”
Harris said. “Just all of that, all of
the little things that you have to do
everyday. I’ve done the icing and
the getting warmed up and stuff.”

Delayne Ripplinger photo
SENIOR SEAN HARRIS AND TEAMMATE JALEN MOORE collaborate during a break in
the action at the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum. Harris is returning from an ACL injury for his final season.

When he’s been healthy, Harris
has had a successful career. While
he has yet to play a regular season game in an Aggie uniform,
Harris was very successful at the
junior college level. He played for
Yuba College for two years before
his mission, averaging 14.9 points
and 11.7 rebounds per game in
his freshman year at Yuba. Harris

missed the larger part of his sophomore year at Yuba, after injuring his knee for the first time five
games into his second season.
After signing to play for Bradley
University, Harris’ career plan
changed after Bradley’s head coach
lost his job and Harris was left to
make a decision. He came out on a
visit to USU and decided he wanted

to be an Aggie to finish his college
career. It’s a decision Harris has
been pleased he made.
“The coaches called me up
about a week after I got home from
my mission,” Harris said. “They
offered me a scholarship out here,
so I came on a visit out here. I really
liked it. When I was leaving, it felt
like I was leaving home, and I was

only here for like two days.”
“The community is my favorite part about being an Aggie,” he
said. “Wherever you go, there’s just
so many people that support the
Aggies. That’s the biggest thing,
that the community just has our
back no matter what.”
Harris is a recognizable figure
for Aggie fans. The 6-foot-7, 220pound redhead is the type of guy
who stands out in a crowd. Harris
sports his curly red hair in a tall
flattop haircut. Along with teammate Jalen Moore, who sports a
large afro, Harris has a hairstyle to
remember. When asked who has
the better hair between himself
and Moore, Harris was quick to
respond.
“Jalen’s ‘fro is better than my
flattop,” he said. “It’s more of a
‘70s style, so it has more value to
it, although you don’t see too many
red flattops. You see a lot more
afros than red flattops. Either way,
it’s good to have both on the team.”
With the combined powers of
his healthy knee, his signature
hairstyle, his hard-nosed style of
play and his senior leadership,
Harris is expecting to make his last
year as an Aggie his most remarkable.

– mangumweston@yahoo.com
Twitter: @dreambreather
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The Hurd

Dallin Laird gives a look at the Hurd
The Utah Statesman interviewed
Dallin Laird, USU Hurd president,
about the 2013-14 basketball season
and what students can expect when
they attend games at the Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum.
Utah Statesman: What can you say
about the atmosphere of the student
section and the Spectrum?
Dallin Laird: Atmosphere in the
Spectrum is incredible. The allotment
and location of our student section is
amazing, not just being behind the
basket, but all along the side and coming up to the front court. It’s a huge
opportunity for the students and a
blessing that the university allows us
to have that much space. We almost
take up half of the Spectrum, which
provides a great atmosphere. The players love it. We’re loud, we get into the
minds of the other players as much as
we can, distracting them as much as
we can, giving out team as much of a
home court advantage as we can.
US: What do you think in years past
has led up to the excitement for the
student section and the reputation it
has?

DL: Hardcore, dedicated Aggie fans
that have really led to what the student
section is today. One person can go
out there and have a certain chant that
catches on, and next thing you know,
there is a Spectrum of 10,000 people
chanting the same thing because it is
awesome. Really, that’s what I would
say makes it special; Aggie fans who
are dedicated and love their team and
come out no matter what and they love
to get loud and crazy.
US: What are some of your favorite
chants that the student section does?
DL: Of course I love the “I believe”
chant and the “winning team/losing
team” chant. One thing I love about
our students is just how we play it
by ear and if something in particular
happens during a game, people make
a chant off that.
US: Is there anything new for the
student section this year that you guys
are planning?
DL: As of right now we don’t have
anything, but anything can happen
during basketball, so after the first
game or two there could be a new
chant, or by the end of the season.

Things happen or they just come up
that we just go off of, and it’s going to
be a lot of fun. We have a lot of activities planned for before the game to get
students out there and excited, as well
as different things for the games. Like
the first game, we are looking to have
the blue gloves to make it louder, and
we’re looking to have the paper rip out
which is pretty cool.
US: Is there anything you want to
say about the student section that
would make people even more excited
than they already are?
DL: The Spectrum is just an awesome atmosphere with 10,000 people
just going crazy after a huge dunk
or a rally. The noise in there really is
something you have to experience. It
makes your knees shake. You’ve just
got to be there. You’ve got to experience it. Words can’t describe that.
Hopefully the students will build the
atmosphere that the Spectrum is and
has to offer by coming early to games
and seeing that rush of students come
in the building an hour before game
File photo
time and staying the whole time and MEMBERS OF THE HURD PARTICIPATE in the “Winning team, losing
cheering your butts off.
team” chant at the end of a Utah State basketball game last season.

The Anatomy of an Utah State sports fan
4Sports Editorial Staff in the stands, you stand out look awesome.”
With basketball season upon
us, we take a look at potential, and highly recommended,
wardrobes for fans who attend
games at the Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum.
Shirt:
Wear blue. Gameday shirts
are most preferred and encouraged. If you don’t get a gameday shirt, at least make sure
you’re wearing Aggie blue with
USU logos if at all possible.
If you’re not wearing blue

like a sore thumb and it looks
bad. Unlike football, weather shouldn’t influence your
ensemble since it’s indoors.
Dress warm for when you stand
in line for games, but underneath that winter jacket, make
sure you’re decked out.
“Wear blue,” said Charley
Riddle, USU/SA athletics vice
president. “In the Spectrum, we
wear blue. Not white, not green,
not orange. Blue. We wear
Aggie blue. It helps unify the
stadium and makes the crowd

Pants:
While there’s nothing wrong
with simply wearing jeans or
shorts, the more appropriate
your attire, the better your
game experience will be.
Do you have USU sweatpants? Go for it. Maybe you’ll
decide to sport athletic shorts.
That’s great — just make it
team color-oriented.
Headgear:
Wear a USU hat or something with an Aggie logo on
it. Maybe you’re one of those
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die-hards who decides to wear
a mask or even dye your hair
blue. Get creative, but again,
tailor it to school colors and
spirit.
Accessories:
The most important thing
isn’t to accessorize — it’s to
Aggie-ize.
Go nuts with signs. A rally
towel is also a good idea, and
they’re often handed out at
games. Also, watch for the
Hurd to distribute blue gloves
and things of that nature.
Foam fingers are encour-

aged. Maybe you’re a cape person. Bring a voice amplifier of
some kind.
Whatever the accessory, go
nuts with it. As long as you can’t
hurt someone with it and it’s
relevant to USU sports, utilize
it.
Miscellaneous:
Here’s a couple of tips you
might find handy.
Taking ibuprofen before
games to prevent headaches
isn’t a bad idea, and if you have
sensitive ears, ear plugs may be
a good idea.

The biggest things to remember are to be in blue and be as
loud as possible when the opponent as the ball. You are the
sixth man. You influence the
opposition. You have an effect
on the outcome of games.
“Be loud,” Riddle said. “It’s
our job to support our team
and make our court a nightmare for opposing teams. If
you’re loud, opposing teams get
confused and get distracted. It’s
our way of helping the Aggies
win.”
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Friday
Chance of rain

Thursday Nov. 7
Hollow Bones Exhibition, Chase Fine Arts Center 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Building a Stronger Brain: Exercises to Make
You Smarter, TSC 315A 10-11 a.m.
Mindset, TSC 310B 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Dave Furman-Visiting Artist Lecture, Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art 5-6 p.m.
Distinguished Geographer Lecture, Amazonian Dark Earths, Antoinette WinklerPrins, ENG
103 6-7 p.m.
Fry Street Quartet, The Performance Hall 7:309:30 p.m.
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Saturday
Clear

•
•
•
•

Science Unwrapped, ESLC 130 7-8:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs. USC, Spectrum 7-9 p.m.
Wind Orchestra Performance, The Performance Hall 7:30-9 p.m.
Guitar Ensembles, Morgan Theatre 7:30-9 p.m.

5 Woman’s address

36 Diver’s “Stay

66 Legis. meeting

14 Blogger’s “That’s

40 “Ewww!”

what I think”

15 Like beer in a
cooler

16 Vogue rival

17 Mathematician’s
“Stay cool!”?

20 Signed up for, as
a contest

21 Bacon hunks
22 Corrida cry

23 Hors d’oeuvres
liver spread

Today is Thursday, Nov. 7,
2013. Today’s issue of The Utah
Statesman is published especially
for Max Wright, a freshman majoring in physics.
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52 Bedroom shoe
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cool!”?
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cool!”?
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35 Half of the word

1 Credit card choice

tion

63 Vicinity

21 Drummer Ringo

Down

24 Run __: get

“Miami __”

25 Bit of foolishness

2 “That’s my cue!”
3 Closed

4 Top-shelf

5 Refuges for overnighters

6 Battery terminal

7 Morse code character

23 Chirps from
chicks

credit at the pub

26 Cook by simmering

27 Kipling’s

“__-Tikki-Tavi”

28 Mined find

29 Treaty of __:
War of 1812
ender

8 Stretchy bandage

30 Show again

9 “All the

32 “Horsefeathers!”

brand

President’s __”

10 Limb for Ahab

•

USU Geology Museum Opening Celebration,
GEO 205 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Auditions for Tarzan, Morgan Theatre 12-4
p.m.
USU Alumni Association Pregame Party-USU
vs UNLV, Las Vegas 3-4 p.m.
USU Hockey vs Weber State, Eccles Ice Sheet
7 p.m.
Fight the New Drug Improv Charity Show, TSC
Auditorium 7-8:30 p.m.
Women’s Basketball vs. Black Hills State, Spectrum 7-9 p.m.
BATC Scholarship Foundation Benefit Concert,
Kent Concert Hall 7:30 p.m.

fi flick

65 Black __ spider

1 ‘80s TV’s

31 Halved

34 Clinch, as a deal
37 Sky holder of

45 Puff up in the

12 Dinner’s often

38 “Let’s Make a
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on him
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Friday Nov. 8

Puzzle answers inside

19 Radiant look

59/32

myth

Deal” choice

44 What 46-Down
totally isn’t

wind, as a sail

48 Houston baseballer

49 Shopper’s aid
50 “This can’t be

good”

51 Waikiki’s island

53 High-tech handheld gadgets,
briefly

54 Go (over) in
detail

55 Baaing mas

56 Genetic messengers

58 Espied
59 Yalie

60 Turner of broadcasting

